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Raphael Castiel

Raphael Castiel is a player character played by Gunhand4171.

Raphael Castiel

Species: Elysian (Patrician)
Gender: Male

Age: 24
Height: 7'3“
Weight: 145lbs

Organization: Freelancer
Occupation: Sniper

Rank: FreeLancer
Current Placement: 188604

Preferred Plots:

188604
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 7'3“
Mass: 145lbs.

Build and Skin Color: Raphael has a toned body. He is well built, like a fighter.

Eyes and Facial Features: Raphael has a genetic mutation that causes him to have two Iris colors. One
eye is dark blue and the others is dark red. He has a scar runninng across the bridge of his nose running
from check to check.

Ears:

Hair Color and Style: He has long white hair that seems to flow out.

Distinguishing Features: He has a scar running across his nose. He also has a tattoo of his family crest
across the back of his neck. His wings also have red feathers on the tips.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Raphael is an honorable person. He is very prideful and intellectual. He is a man who prides
himself on being better than the rest. He knows that he faster, smarter, and better in every way. He is
driven in everything he does. Raphael is a leader, though he prefers to lead by example. He wants to
bring about the best in others. He will push people to their breaking points to show them that they can be
much more than themselves. He carries around a medal that shows his family crest. It is a Shield with a
wings coming out of the back, and a Banner spanning the bottom that says “Fortes Fortuna Iuvat” which
mean “Fortune favors the Brave.”

Likes: His bloodline, his ideals, his father, intelligence.
Dislikes: Those who look down on him, people who abuse their power, people with no morals
Goals: To prove everyone that ever doubted him wrong

History

Family (or Creators)

Father: Uriel Castiel (Deceased) Mother: Cassiel Castiel (missing)

Pre-RP

Raphael's family were well known Patricians. His mother was a high ranking official and his father was a
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high ranking military officer. The Castiel family were a well known military family. His ancestors were all
either officials in politics or military leaders. During the Third Elysian War, his father was one of the men
in charge when the Yamatai invaded The Heavens. He was slain during the battle fighting his all to save
his loved ones. They made it out and to New Elysia, but at a cost. His family was disgraced. Their name
was spoken with disdain and was remembered for the fall of The Heavens. Raphael's family was
ostracized. His mother was stripped of her rank. She soon became very distant. When Raphael turned 17,
she left without a trace.

After the disappearance of his mother, Raphael decided to leave the Elysians who disgraced his hero of a
father and drove his mother away in YE 30. He moved to Nepleslia and joined the NSMC to follow in his
father's footsteps. He excelled in his training and soon became the top in his class. After basic he then
moved on and received sniper training. He was a very skilled marksman. Though he was never seen as
an equal to the other marines.

He was a marine for four years, quickly rising through the ranks to become a sergeant. After his fourth
year he was approached by the NNSO to become an operator. He took the job and trained to be an
agent. Two years in he learned info on his mothers last known whereabouts. When he demanded to
investigate this claim, his superiors shut him down. He choose to leave them and become a freelancer to
attempt to find his mother. He spent a year doing jobs to learn any info on Cassiel. He finally was
contracted by the Black Vipers. He took the job hoping to use the pirate's connections to find his mother.

Skills

Communication

Raphael is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground vehicles, power armor, and shuttles
in both combat and non-combat conditions. Raphael is fluent in Nepleslian. He can speak and write it
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. He is skilled in field
communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication (hand signals, flashing
lights, etc).

Fighting

Raphael was trained in the Marines how to fight dirty. He learned hand to hand combat, utilizing many
forms of street fighting. He was taught to fight to win, using any means necessary. He was also
instructed on how to fight with most weapons. Raphael is proficient with most weapons, though he
prefers sniper rifles. He was also trained to be a marine sniper after basic training. He learned how to set
up effective firing positions and infiltrate an area to set up a good position.

Survival

In basic training, Raphael was trained how to survive off the land. How to locate edible and medicinal
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plants, how to trap animals, start fires, and navigate with a map and compass. He is able to survive on
his own for many days when he is on long solo missions.

Rogue

Raphael has been on the run for a full year now. He has learned the ways of the street. He is able to con
people out of their things, is a smooth talker, and is able to call people on their bullshit. He is skilled at
losing people in cities very easily, and knows where good places to lay low. He is able to talk himself out
of most situations.

Technology Operation

Raphael has always been skilled at using computers. This knack for computers has been further
improved on with his Sniper training. He was taught how to identify vital information and send the info up
the chain of command. This skill has comes in handy when Raphael infiltrates a corporation and steals
info from their servers. He is able to break through an enemies fire wall and take the data he needs. He
can break into an area and shut off the defenses without anyone noticing.

Strategy

Raphael was taught how to read the tide of battle. He is able to effectively command others to complete
objectives. He is able to create battle plans based on limited data on hand and effectively enact said
plans. He was also taught how to follow orders and be a good soldier. He is able to follow commands and
relay those commands in the heat of battle

Leadership

Raphael was taught from an early age that he was part of an amazing blood line. He was taught by his
mother how to lead by example. Not to just simply bark orders from the back, but to practice what he
preaches. The man is known known for leading his fellow soldiers into battle by showing no fear, and
taking point. Though many of them refused to accept an Elysian, they did respect him.

Inventory

Raphael Castiel has the following items

Public Wear

1 Black Trench Coat with his family crest across the back
5 pairs of underwhere
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1 Styrling Muur Armor system modified to allow for wings
3 Paragon Urban Battle Dress Uniform with his family crest. Modified to allow for wings
1 Three Piece suit
5 Red tee shirts
5 Black workout shorts
A picture of his mother and father

Weapons and Weapon Accessories

1 AMR-1 Anti-Material Sniper Rifle
1 Shoulder-holster, black
1 Personal Infantry Machine Pistol (PIMP)
1 Utility Combat Knife M01A

Accessories

1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
1 Pair of sunglasses modified to show a heads up display (Used with Sniper rifle scope)
Family Medal
Starting funds of: 6000 DA

Finances

Raphael Castiel is currently a in the .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 DA Starting Funds
4000 DA 2000 DA Purchase of 1 AMR-1 Anti-Material Sniper Rifle
2300 DA 1700 DA Purchase of 1 Styrling Muur Armor Full Suit
2060 DA 240 DA Purchase of 3 Paragon Urban Battle Dress Uniform
1560 DA 500 DA Purchase of 1 Personal Infantry Machine Pistol (PIMP)

1430 DA 130 DA Purchase of 1 Personal Infantry Machine Pistol (PIMP) Sound
Suppressor

OOC

Raphael's theme song "White Death"'

He is never to be adopted.

He may be GMed by Zack

Character Data
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